The application period for enrolment in parallel degree studies and enrolment for graduates runs from 1 to 17 September 2020. Students who wish to enrol in a study programme that requires a test of specific aptitudes, abilities and skills are required to submit their application by 9 June 2020.

Enrolment places in the first year of parallel degree studies and in the first year of study for graduates are determined separately by higher education institutions. The number of enrolment places available for individual study programmes is specified in the Call for Enrolment. Slovenian citizens and EU citizens can apply for these enrolment places.

More information regarding parallel degree studies and the enrolment of graduates in undergraduate studies is available at higher education institutions (faculties, academies and professional colleges).

Candidates for enrolment in parallel degree studies or graduates applying for undergraduate enrolment places are required to apply by submitting an electronic application through the eVŠ web portal at [http://portal.evs.gov.si/prijava/?locale=en](http://portal.evs.gov.si/prijava/?locale=en). Each candidate may submit several applications. In one application candidates should specify one study programme for which they meet the enrolment conditions. The application for enrolment must be submitted through the evš web portal by 9 June 2020 or 17 September 2020 with a qualified digital certificate, ArnesAAI account or username and password. In the application and admission procedures for the academic year 2020/2021, applicants are allowed to submit all the attachments to the applications electronically to the competent higher education institution (those attachments to the application which are required under Chapter VII of this Call for Enrolment - the attachments must bear the reference number of the enrolment application).

An application that has been completed and submitted with an electronic signature (qualified digital certificate or ArnesAAI account) or without a secure electronic signature (with username and password) through the eVŠ web portal by 9 June or 17 September 2020 is considered to be submitted in time.

Parallel degree studies

Students who wish to enrol in a parallel degree study programme are required to submit their enrolment application online through the eVŠ web portal within the deadlines specified above. Candidates are required to submit to the higher education institution to which they are applying for enrolment a certificate of fulfilment of the requirements for enrolment in a higher study year at the higher education institution where they are already enrolled, and the approval of the (parent) higher education institution, if required (candidates should obtain this information directly from the higher education institution). Certificates of fulfilment of the requirements for enrolment in a higher study year at the parent higher education institution must be submitted by the time of enrolment at the latest.

Students who wish to enrol in a study programme which requires a test of specific aptitudes, abilities and skills are required to submit an application online through the eVŠ web portal by 9 June 2020, at the latest.

For enrolment in the first year of a parallel degree study programme, Slovenian citizens and EU citizens are not charged a tuition fee for full-time studies, if they have not yet obtained an education corresponding to at least the level of education obtained under the study programme in which they are enrolled.

Graduates

Graduates and students graduating in the current academic year may only apply for enrolment places that are available for graduates if applying for full-time studies in second-cycle integrated master's degree study programmes, but they may also apply for enrolment places that are available in the regular application periods if applying for full-time studies in first-cycle study programmes and for part-time studies, in the manner and by the deadlines specified in Chapter I of this Call for Enrolment.
in such enrolment places, tuition fees are charged, regardless of whether the studies are full-time or part-time (in accordance with Article 77 of the Higher Education Act).

Graduates of higher education study programmes under the previous regulations and graduates of university and professional study programmes are required to submit their applications online through the eVŠ within the deadlines specified above. They must send to the higher education institution to which they are applying for enrolment a diploma (a photocopy of the document as stated in the first paragraph of Chapter VII of this Call for Enrolment), and a certificate of the examinations taken. Candidates applying without a qualified digital certificate (with username and password) are also required to send a printed and signed enrolment application form.

Candidates who wish to enrol in a study programme which requires a test of specific aptitudes, abilities and skills are required to submit an application by 9 June 2020. They must submit a diploma and a certificate of the examinations taken to the higher education institution to which they are applying for enrolment by 17 September 2020, at the latest.

Slovenian citizens and EU citizens can apply for enrolment places for graduates.

Candidates who have foreign education certificates proving that they fulfil the conditions for enrolment can find the relevant information in Chapter VIII.